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Plotline:

Arrive, disoriented at the Temple of Resurrection
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-- Where souls are reintegrated into their bodies when they die --

Location notes: Resurrection happens upon a raised dias. The entire temple is cloudy white.
The administrator is standing at a lectern between the dias and the only obvious door. Before PCs
can leave, they must show that they have a lifestone. If they do not have a lifestone, they are
sent to the lifestone mines to be slaves for all eternity.

Outside there is a fountain, and across the fountain is a DATA BANK where the players must go
to get their memories refilled, as they are clean slates after resurrection.

All DATA BANKS have an officer behind the front counter, with egg-shaped booths off to the side,
for transactions. Backups are free, but restores cost one lifestone.

Transport to a 'touchstone' (black stones)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Three initial possible landing sites:

- The Outlet Mall - Arrive at the locker bank

Acquisition of goods (hardware store, player empowerment and self-determinism)
Need the three ingredients to destroy the altar, two of which happen to be
the ingredients needed to summon the Burninator.
- All manner of stores (markets, hardware stores, etc.)
- Data Bank
- Other stores as reasonably sought out by the players. Make this relatively
free-form. the real world is like that. Money will be the limiting factor.

- Valhallaland - Arrive at the semicircular locker bank

Location Notes: ValhallaLand is laid out like Disneyland. LockerBanks are
where the ticket booths are, then there are gift shops and food stalls along
Main Street, which leads them to the Pantheon of the temples.

Two temples are closed for repairs. The other three are:

- Temple of the Crimson Kraken
Obtain the Kraken's Egg of Succulence via a question
that I can't answer, but that each of your opponents can.
(Each player can try once)

- Sanctuary of the Griffin Roost
PC Pictionary: Take as much time as you need, but each
player gets only one guess. If you win you get the Courage Spell.
If another player wins, they get a single question answered, with
a level of crypticness equal to one GM die roll (10 = really fucking cryptic)

- Pyramid of the Dentrassi
Tell a story and get a Babelfish Extreme
Stories will be rated on a scale of 1-10, and if either die of a 2D10 roll
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is higher than the story rating, they have to try again.

- Gift Shops
where you can get cheap knock-offs of the things you get
in the true holy places.
- Fake courage spells ("For entertainment purposes only")
- Fake Kraken's Eggs of Succulence

for all intents and purposes, these are equal to the real
thing, but cost money.

- Fake Babelfish Extremes (why??)

- The Casino Royale

Materialize in a restaurant bathroom (opposite gender of the first
person to use the stone).

Discovery leads you to the restaurant, then out to the casino. No
matter how hard you try, you can't find your way out of the casino.

The only way out is by touchstone. If all people arrive with their
touchstones in hand, they'll need to find a creative way out.

THINGS:
- Casino Tables
- Restaurant
- Data Bank
- Concierge

The conceierge ("Timmy") tried to be helpful however he can, but is
frustratingly useless, in an ingratiating sort of way. The one thing
he *is* useful for is general information, and he tries to get you to
enjoy yourself by taking an arial tour of Las Vegas.

Hopefully this will entice the PCs, because it's the only thing other
than a touchstone that lets them leave the Casino Royale (unless they
somehow find a way to break the bank and buy the place).

The helicopter pilot has always wanted a Kraken's Egg of Succulence.
- He's heard that they're yummy.

There are other ways out of the casino. There are no street-level exits *but*
a touchstone could be thrown to street level from the roof, then used to descend.

The helicopter can be used, through coersion or brute force.

Player ingenuity may find other ways. Don't be averse to them, but
make sure the penalties match the risks.

Arrival at the Altar of Infinite Badness

Note that there is a black muddy Humvee sitting empty near the Altar entrance
There are signs of struggle, and blood traces at the Altar.

there are no signs of people still there.

The hope is that the competing forces between the players will come to a head
once they are all at the altar. The journey from the Casino Royale is designed
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to ensure that all three players arrive at the Altar at the same time.

The hope is that there are several realized ways of thwarting socar. The victim
must be unwilling. If one victim is attacked, they can suicide out and use their
lifestone at the temple of resurrection. Lack of memory cold be a problem though,
if they haven't been visiting the DATA BANK through the game. The Babelfish Extreme
can be used to let players fill the dead player in, but he can be deceived. Player
integirty will have to make up for real-world knowledge of who is good and who is evil.

Anything can happen at the Altar of Infinite Badness. Good may win, or evil may prevail.
Heck, everyone may die and start the game anew!


